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NERDC'S home page is looking better than ever these days. More importantly, it's working better than ever! The new shortcuts are designed to allow you immediate access to every section of the site without having to wade through menus and pages that you don't need.

All of the same wealth of information is here as always; we've just made it easier to find. If you're new to NERDC and/or the University of Florida, check the links under What is NERDC? For technical help, look through the manuals and training resources available under Documentation and Training, including access to DOCWEB, our Web-based documentation database.

Wondering how to get your e-mail set up? Dial-Up & E-Mail has specifics on configuring your e-mail client to access campus mail servers and computers. Questions about our operating systems and platforms? It's all right here under About Our Systems and Systems, Signing On, & Network Information. Need additional technical help? Check the resources listed in Getting Help.

Finally, you can change your password, keep track of your account balances and other userid information through Userids, Accounts, & Passwords. All this and more is available in the new easy-to-use format at http://www.cns.ufl.edu.

Your Comments are Welcome

We welcome your comments and suggestions on this and all UFIT documentation. Please send your comments to:
UF Information Technology
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